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In reiponM to many requests the
Student Union will be open till 11
P.M. on Friday and Saturday nights.
This is on a trial basis for one month,
so if you want it and like it, make use
of it.
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NEW S MATE FEEXY

SHREFFLE

Caldwell, Fcnlon, Dcnson Arc Vol: J
Senators; Present Queen TonirjU

Balconi Names
Color Day Cast
After
Re-Tryou-

After

Students interested la waiting tall
or kitchen work this summer, 1 ma
application in Dean's office as soon
Esther Graber, Director
as possible.
of Dormitories.
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By ROBERT TAYLOR
Ned Shreffler, veteran cheerleader, and a member of 2nd Section
rode to victory over Dick Poethig for the hotly contested head Senate
seat. After surviving a rough primary election which brought over
70 of the students to the polls he clinched the spot Thursday after
noon by winning a plurality of the 788 votes cast in the finals.
The final results of the battle for Wooster's 1947 May Queen will
be announced tonight at 10:30 by Ed
Powers at the Junior Prom. There will
be a 10c admission for entrance to the

ts

an extended series of try

outs, the cast for the Color Day pag
eant May 10 has finally been selected.
Balconi, director of the production, announced that a meeting of
the entire cast and crew as named below will be held at 1:30 Sunday,
Eloise

Senate Action

March 23 in the lounge of Scot Cot-- .
tage. The initial steps of coordination and production will be taken at
that time. Actual rehearsals will begin
immediately following the Easter

Gum Shoe

Chaperones Discussed

va-

By BETSY WELSH, Senate Sec'y

cation.
Nova Brown, Ed Towne and Homer
Thrall were chosen as narrators for the
pageant. Members of the cast of

One of the main items of interest
a? the Senate meeting Monday . night
was the financial report of the Gum
Shoe Hop. The total net profit, not
including a few small outstanding bills,
was
436.56, which indicates fine
work on the part of everyone.
In regard to week end activities for
the coming weeks, it was decided that
Vic dance would be
an
held on Saturday, Mar. 29, at 25c per
couple. On Saturday, Apr. 12, which
is the first week end after vacation,
the Senate will inaugurate its newly
purchased records, but holding a
FREE Vic Dance.
Mrs. Golder attended the senate
meeting and gave her ideas on the
chaperone situation. On the strength
of her recommendations, it was decided
the following decision
should be sent to the Student Faculty
Relations Committee for approval:
All small informal Senate Dances
should not require chaperones, but
should be managed under the jurisdic
tion of the Senate. These managers
would be chosen appropriately from
members of the Senate, MSGA board
and WSGA board. The WSGA president shall be chaperone chairman
and shall contact all dance chairmen
prior to a dance and inform them of
proper chaperone procedure.
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Linda Wells,
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Dickson, Chuck Williams,
Don Campbell, Bob Holmes, Ed Pow- - ers, Dave Cull, GJenn Garratt, Nancy
Fischer, Dick Cave, Jim Bidle, Stan
McComas, Nancy McKee, Chuck
JULIA STEINER
Stocker, Dottie Heflin, Bob White,
Marge Ramsey, Bob Schug, Minnie
Addis, Dick Poethig, Leila Robinson,
of
Johnne Weitzel, Harry Glatz, Elaine
Williams, Anne Taylor, Art Angilly,
Jon Sharp, Jini Jeandrevin, Gret-cheBY CAROL RIES
Shafer, Jim Parmenter, Marilyn
Three cheers for the' Barretts! Proud we can be of our Wooster
Parrot, Dave LaBerge, Lloyd CornePoling,
lius, Evelynn Cheadle, Dave
Little Theatre for it has again produced a smash hit, this time under
Bob Shaffer, Wendy Ecker, Joe
the title of "The Barretts of Wimpole Street." The stage lights went
Lois Zaun, Harold
I can't
out on a memorable and flawless first night performance
Verle Vaughn, Bill Rowling,
closed
it,
the
because
declared
freedom
from
say
curtain
the
its
too,
Dorothy Sandrock, Nancy Homan,
Jean Wallen, Lois Lawrence, Shirley tryanny of Edward Barrett and demonstrated, this rebellion by re
maining open.
Steiner, Margaret Eynon, Betsy Jones,
'
and members of the modern dance
A play like "The Barretts" demands
group.
a great deal trom its cast. It is a
highly emotional piece of drama,
Chairmen of the production crews
'
;
constantly endangered by the wordi
f are as follows:
costumes, Ann
ness of several scenes, a wordiness
sets, Joe Bishop; music, Merilyn
which could easily have caused the
Myers and Charlotte Feagly; props,
play to drag, but did not under its
Pat Culp. Members of the costume
committee are June Bertolamy, Maude
competent direction. It requires an
important climax in the first scene beSnyder, Sally Morgan, M. J. Bennet,
f- - 1 'C'
fore the actors have time to "warm
" Br J. Reif, Marge Yapler Marian - ' 4
1
U
up" to the mood of the Victorian sitWieriony, and Esther Stottle. Set conting room life. Having read the play
struction crew consists of Klaus Kroseveral months ago, I was waiting for
ner, Jack Lyon, Margaret Hazen, Nor-mthis climax, and found it a little weak.
Allen, Oval Schenk, John Guzzo,
However, I was surprised by the movJoyce Jarman, Stan Wilson, Lois
ing dramatic force of the second act,
Lyon, Jeanne Fagan, Martha Murray,
and
Ruecke,
Lynn
and greatly pleased. The play gained
Hromadka,
Alena
Dave McGuire.
momentum as it progressed, carrying
the audience swiftly and securely with
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To give special mention to the supporting cast is an impossible job, for
something fine could be said about
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every one of them. Arabel, Octavious,
'
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and Bella can be commended for their

St

clever interpretations of Besier's char" '
acters.
It was pleasant to note the subtilty
with which the lighting was handled,
achieving the proper effects of gloom
and gaiety within the four walls of
Elizabeth's room, a room which housed
so much anguish, sorrow, joy, and

Courttiy of Tbe Wootter Daily Record
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HARROLD McCOMAS

Two Wooster

Debaters Place
First In State

love.

Wooster ranked high on the winning lists at the State' speech contests
held Friday, Mar. 21, at Wittenberg
College, Springfield, O., winning two
firsts, a second and a fifth.
Fred Bowman, senior, won first in
the State Peace Oratory contest over
five contestants, with a speech entitledThe Message of the Bronze
Plaque", The prize was 25.
Harrold McComas ranked number
one in Extemporaneous Speaking over
twelve contestants. His subject was
taken from the field of labor relations.
He too pocketed $25.
In the Oratory contest Don Shaw-vefreshman, was edged out to second place by a one point difference.
Wittenberg won first. 10 was Don's
prize.
In the humorous interpretive reading contest, Verne Snyder, frosh, took
fifth place with a presentation of Robert Benchley's "Christmas Spectacle".
Plans for a debate picnic to be held
on Sunday, May 18 are also underway.
Hal McComas is serving as chairman
with Marge Yaple and Nancy Fischer
on the committee It has been rumored
that a mock trial may take place some
time in April under the sponsorship of
the department.
,
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FRED BOWMAN

Red Cross Drive Ends

Triumphant; Tops Goal
Joe H. Bindley, Chairman of the
Red Cross Drive, announced this week
that the Red Cross Drive ended with
a triumphal finish last Monday night
receiving 527. Although the goal was
only 500, contributions are still com.
ing in.
Mr. Mosel, advisor in the Drive, and
Joe Bindley wish to extend their appreciation to those who contributed. A
vote of thanks is also extended to
those who so faithfully served on the
committees.
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'The Barretts
7impole Street' a Smash Hit, Senate Changes Date
Book; Plans Advance
Strait, Ridenour and Bryan Set Fine Pace
Activities Calendar

Ro-senbloo- m,

Mick-lethwait-

Profit $436

r,

Brian Aherne can not have been
more convincing as Katharine Cor
nell's leading man than our own
Bruce Strait in the same role of Robert Browning. He was living with the
mind and heart of the poet as he
spilled his overflowing energy about
the room of Rembrant colors. That
was a perfect finishing touch to the
second act, that little panting sigh, as
you made your exit, Mr. Browning.
And we liked your reading of the
.
.
9 tt
i it it
lines l n
aordelio
and roiiowuig
which you said that when those verses
were written only God and Robert
Browning knew their meaning. Now,
only God knew.'
,
Henrietta was consistently good
throughout the full two hours and a
half. In the scenes of defiance she carried herself especially well, facing up
with spirit to her hardened Father's
despotic commands. In regard to the
father, George Ridenour made an effective Mr. Barrett. The prayer scene
between. Mr. Barrett and his daughter
contains great dramatic possibilities.
Mr. Ridenour made the most of these,
I believe.
And now I must turn to a task that
I have purposely delayed, that of giv
(Continued on Page 2)
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At the meeting Monday, Mar. 17,
the Student Senate passed a motion

ge

balcony to witness this presentation.
Class Senators though not rating
electop billing in this hodge-podg- e
tion do rate considerable notice, es
pecially after some of the vigorous
poster and oral campaigning that they
did. Let no one forget that it takes
able .Senators along .with the Senate .
President to plan and execute properly
the various policies and duties of that
body. It was originally expected by
many that the men running for these
posts would be snowed under by the
vast amount of billing given to those
hopefuls running for May Queen and
the Student Senate Presidency.
Bill Caldwell will be Senior Senator
next year. He won this post from
Everett Ballard after one of the clos
est major races of recent elections.
Two recounts of the 294 votes cast
were run to make certain the given
decision was right. Jim Preble and El
mer Stratton lost out to these two men
in the primaries.

For Junior Senator Ted Fenton
emerged victorious after a campaign
which started quietly and ended just
concerning the organization of the
about the same. He took the honors
Date Book in the Deans' office. The
from Jack Bobbitt in the 237 votes
Senate action will go into effect this
cast for that office during the finals.
spring and concerns all organizations
David Funk was eliminated at the
primary level in this race.
on campus which have any events of
the year placed in the date book.
From the political angle the most
effective
and colorful oratorical camEvery campus group is asked to subpaigning was that done by two fresh
mit its program plan of activities for
men over the question as to who would
the school year
to the Deans'
be sitting next fall in the seat of
Secretary, Miss Nina Parry, by May
Sophomore Senator. They called several
in various fresh5 of this year. Their chosen dates will
dorms
man
to present their programs
be entered in the date book and conbesides
keeping the light on
flicts will be discussed with those connames through the poster media. Final
cerned.' In this way, a complete calenBendar of scheduled events will be availThe first tea of this season was held victor of this proved to be Herb
close
by
Harry
margin
son
over
a
is
for
able in the fall. There allowance
in the Alumni office at four o'clock
Stultz.
a certain amount of flexibility.
on Friday, March 21. March 27 and
One thing noticeable in this elec
Please note that this includes ALL April 17 have been set as dates for
tion
was the lack of any outstandingly
organizations and that the schedules the remaining two. Each senior is
original
stunts for the promotion of
should be with Miss Parry by May 3. invited to one tea, and on April 23
Dates of vacations and examinations those students unable to attend on the candidates. True, the poster splash
beautifully, colorfully, and commay be obtained from the Registrar's earlier given dates will have opportun was
pletely
done, but the usual unexpected
- ity to be present at this last tea.
Office. '
(?) bands, barking, practical jokes,
and even mud slinging were missing.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE .
The recent blizzard is cited by many
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
of the campaign managers as deserving credit for destroying most of the
Hnolulu, Hawaii
creative efforts their plotting minds
Student Body
were devising.
the fortyninth state? Hawaii
First Section's candidate, Elsie Bor
You bet!
den, after being declared at chapel last
The campaign for Hawaiian statehood will never cease until we Friday to be ineligible for May Queen
had many staunch supporter through
get statehood.
the primaries 37 to be exact but in
bills
admit
Eleven
to
Heres what is going on in 'Washington.
the
finals only 3 votes professed con- congress
Hawaii into the Union- have been introduoea m the Wth
(Continued on Page 4)
Introduction of these measures by congressmen, hailing from every
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major geographical division in the United States, indicates that
Hawaiian statehood is gaining widespread support. Congressional hearing for statehood has been slated for March 7.
We students of the University of Hawaii are doing what we can
for the statehood campaign. A Statehood Committee is organized for
that purpose. Among other plans, this committee is. trying to enlist the
aid of universities and colleges throughout the United States to supbort
our fight for statehood. If you favor the question of statehood now
.
about giving us a hand:
How much Hawaii is a part of the United States is evidenced tn
our close relationship with, mainland colleges. For instance, in the
field of sports, our football team played against Fresno State College
and the College of the Pacific on the west coast. The team was also
bitted against Stanford University, University of Nevada and Uni
versity of Utah in the Honolulu stadium. Our basketball team uriJI leave
on February 16 to blay against St. Johns University, Utah State
University and University of Tevada. We tvill ako'send a swimming
team on March 23 to participate in an intercollegiate meet in Seattle,
Washington.
On he academic side, a Stanford University team will come
to our campus on March 21 to debate the question of statehood
against University of Hawaii debaters. Also this university is going
to send a team in the early part of April to the mainland to debate
with stateside colleges the proposition on statehood for Hawaii and
other topics. It seems liely that the high schools on the mainland
will debate the question of statehood during the next school term.
With the outloo for statehood favorable we certainly need your
help now more than ever. Reference material will be gladly sent to
you upon request.
Thank you.
Henry W. C. Wong, Chairman, Statehood Committee
v
Associated Students of University of Hawaii
;

Shaffer to Play
For Junior Prom
You're eager to know who the 1947
May Queen is going to be? Ed Pow
ers, Junior Class president, will relieve your mind tonight between 10:30
and 10:4) at Cotton Tail Capers, the
Junior Class Dance in the Gym. Intermission which will follow the an
nouncement features a reception for
the dance committees and chaperones
in Babcock. Jean Hodgson and Pat
Patterson head the decorations committee, Janie Stroh does the publicising, Jack Ernst is head man in charge
of properties, and Julie Steiner will
serve as head receptionist. Mr. and
Mrs. Taeusch, Mr. and Mrs. Young,
Mrs. Golder, Mr. and Mrs. Hartman,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mosel will be the
chaperones.
Dick Shaffer and hie orchestra will
play for those of you who have already purchased your U20 tickets or
plan to purchase them at the door.
From 8:30 to 12:30 the dance will be
on, with looking and listening available to those who pay the 10c balcony
entrance 'fee. '
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Snowbound

IT

is too early to assemble the results and value of Wooster's first
Career Wee. The worth of this period will probably never be fully
nown. However, the mere idea that through the efforts of planning
this uee that students here will have a better chance to find the
place the can best fulfill maes all the wor worthwhile.

It

Friday, March 28, 1947

e

MAY

Signifying Nothing

LOOK SHORTER

ji: w

BUT

vast amount of thining and planning has gone into this first
edition of what we hope will become a Wooster tradition.
Thans must go out to the many experts and consultants who
gave of their time and energy to come here and fit into the schedule
0 advisement. Hegative thanks however to the weatherman, who with
blizzard, managed to tae the edge off the last half of the
an
wee by preventing many advisers from coming. Particular thanks to
those who were able to brave the storm.
'
Particular thans also to the student and faculty advisors by whose
patience, planning and ingenuity this large panel of experts was
assembled and scheduled. To name names, Dave Castle, as chairman,
should get a large vote of thans. Also Pat Blocher, who after this
successful planning, now goes to Florida.
We mention only two people here. If you want the complete
"list of honor" refer to the bac page of the Career Wee program.
The sparkplug action of these committees has brought to Wooster
students a valuable chance to see the world and its vocational chances.

--

JOE H. BINDLEY
"Three strikes and you're out!" This popular expression is often
heard around the ball park in the Spring and Summer, but in industry
we have a different situation. Not only are more strikes allowed, but
the issue is further confused by the fact that there are several different
By

-

A

ill-tim-

.

kinds of strikes. For the benefit of Congress these will be discussed as
r it
onows:

THE

ed

o

Carnival VA Equips Labs
Brought Laughs With War Assets
the Veterans' Administra
As "Kisses" Pas, tionWhile
has been busily filling our class
YH-Y- W

Life And Politics

'

Life and Politics are Iie a piano keyboard. Though occasionally
we all lile to hear high or low notes in a musical number, relatively
few of us would care to hear all piano pieces written only in the higher
rooms again, the War Assets Ad;
by Dorothy Rodgers
octaves or lower. We prefer to hear our music as a harmonious blend
us
Buddy, could ya spare a bottle- - ministration has been helping to equip
of the middle notes. In life as well as in politics relatively few of
believe that radical conservatism or radical liberalism is a solution' to cap Fer a sacka potato chips? Two our - labs. The - chemistry . department!
fer one snow? That's an for instance, is very proud of a brand
any problem. We nearly all tend to tae our stand a little to the right bottle-cap- s
traveling
are
we
the
moment
outrage!
politics
line.
It's
In
it's new furnace, complete with all the
at
not the bottle-capor left of the dividing
conservative.
the
as
considered
usually
is
principle
the
of the thing! But it's trimmings, that it has been given.
a little on the right side which
has,
been
accom' the rising cost of living, son
no Much new or slightly used equipment
May I sy at this point, that little of positive nature
bottle-capmule
the
no entertainment. An in has been bought, including a Slomen
plished by conservatives. In my mind a conservative is lie
be
a rad' teresting line of reasoning here comes analyzer for electrodeposition deter
who refuses to cross a stream. Between the driver (who must
ical, for he seems to want to get some place) and the stubborn conserva' to the fore, concerning the relation minations, soil and gas testers, therto bottles; but bet mocouples, a balance and weights, on
tive mule they usually get across the stream safely. The Liberalist almost ship of bottle-cap- s
the
and
the
cross
stream
would
such
they
never
disloyal thoughts down to platinum crucibles, racks,
always wins out, otherwise
ter we abandon
Moses.
world-todathe
time of
and consider their usefulness at the clamps, miscellaneous glassware, and
would be about the same as in
a versatile plastic.
The picture painted mae the Conservatives appear negative, and YM YW Carnival last Saturday eve- some plexiglass
Even, a typewriter, multigraph machmuch Iie a mill stone around the nec of progress. However, they are ning.
the tenth ine, and calculating machine are be
very necessary as a brae to slow down things and eep progress moving
Just two thin bottle-cappart of a dollar, and step right in, ing converted to civilian work in
at a stately pace, instead of rushing head long to destruction.
chemistry. The chemistry profs are
The liberal today is a Socialist whether he wants to admit it or not. adies and gents, for the freak show especially looking forward
to the ar
Political development will show a very definite trend toward more of the Wooster campus. And so you rival of twenty-fou- r
a
station intercomfederal authority. In the early days of our country the rugged indu meet Hygeia Helen, that lacerated, munications set that is on its way
vidualist was the typical man of the day. His land, family and possessions fractured, healthy portion of humanity " easily recognized ' as" a fugitive to ensure closer contact between the
were a community in itself . He was yery nearly
from the college's gross anatomy lab offices and labs.
Loo at the picture today, the average man is dependent on about
Most of these materials were bought
which is commonly known as Hygeia
"
1,000,000 other people for his living. Mr. Average wors for some one
"only " 5con the dollar, some at
for
Hall.
home,
clothes,
his
he
purchases
else who pays him a salary with which
30c
40c per dollar value after
Toss a garter on the lady's leg,
land, food and all other necessities. Today we all depend on numerous
Washington okayed our departments.
other people for our living. If these other people misbehave we are at gents, and get a large charge for a The problem has been locating the
their mercy. When the coal miners went on strie, millions suffered to small fee. Ain't lipstick a marvelous desired equipment. Thus, the biolit's about the on-linvention, fellows
a greater or lesser degree.
ogy department has been able to ob
commodity
would rather reguy
a
Today we are faced with a new situation. Where once the rule of
tain only one binocular microscope
second-hanthan straight from
."survival of the fittest", was the slogan, today it is "survival of the ceive
of the things it wants. Similarly, the
majority". Jever beore has the majority rule been so important. As the factory.
physics department, although it has
And what is this we keep tripping been given a gyroscope by Sperry and
a nation we should not tolerate John L. Lewis, to stand up and tell us
that he and his group will do just as they please. We must build a legal over every time we go down the gym a short wave oscillator by General
check to this sort of thine. We have built ub a complex, interdependent floor? Watch your step, George, some Electric, has high hopes of locating
society around ourselves, but we are using 150 year old laws and a people will stand in line all night more valuable things in the near fu
political view ofjhe same vintage. It is a new world we are living in just to have their fortunes told; be-- ture.
ieve me, I know! And it isn't every
today. Let us become oj age.
one
who s going to marry a rich hand
Socialism is the answer. My definition of Socialism is economic plan
some
man and travel and controls her
ning and governmental control of all industries having to do directly
with the welfare of the people as a whole. I would remove from private emotions and has good coordination.
After we kick, bite, and elbow our
(Continued from Page 1)
ownership the coal mines, the railroads, bus lines, all public utilities,
through the crowd surrounding ing a criticism of "the focal character
way
and a few other projects which I thin should beWie job of the federal
government. These and no more! I would place these industries in the the round pavilion in the center of of the drama, a character that Kath
hands of the federal government. I am sure they would be operated the floor, we find that it's the food erine Cornell has made, immortal,
economically, efficiently and with a great sense of security to the people concession. You'd think they didn't Elizabeth Barrett' Browning. Mary Jo
of the nation. The T.V.A. is an outstanding example of where the serve us delicious, ample Saturday Bryan brings to Wooster a new style
great majority of the people have greatly benefitted from government evening meals here on campus!
of acting, strange to a Little Theatre
control. Why can't we all as a nation enjoy those privileges? I'll tell you
Then we have Danceland at the audience. It is a technique which must
end of the floor
why.
mmmm, that's grow on each individual member of
are
some
for
things
of
us
as
smooth
these
because
us:
music, smooth part the audience until that member acwe don t a nation enioy
old
the
beoble
still
Some
to
timid and afraid to make a move.
dins
carnival!
ners,
cepts and can be absorbed in it. Com
adage, "what was good enough for my father is good enough for We've been saving the best for the bined with the unusual voice quality of
me."- - Naturally there are some people who would be hurt by govern' lastr though; a program featuring, just Miss Bryan, it results in an . entirely
ment control of these essential industries. It is those people who dish no end of campus talent: "Torchy" unexpected interpretation of Elizabeth
out the propaganda of free enterprise, because under free enterprise Fagan, the girl with curves on her Barrett. But let us criticize the pre
only can they continue to pile up millions in excess profits.
vocal cofds, retold that delightful sentation a bit, since the part of Eliz
Socialism like everything else has degrees. Some socialists want story of Siberian Gale, with the neces abeth is such a major one. Miss Bry
the government to control everything. This type of socialism breeds sary encores; Dolores Fish, the lady an was perhaps too restrained in her
Communism. Then other socialists merely want the government to with the white formal and a way with actions for her performance lacked
act as a paternal benefactor who helps his children along the way, but music, proves that Hollywood has spontaseity. There was a type of stiff
never interferes where he is not wanted. By and large most Socialists nothing on Wooster. The dramatic ness in her rendition that estranged
rendition by "Shrdlu" Snyder of a her audience. This is regrettable, for
embrace the definition I gave.
excerpt from the works of it placed the character of Elizabeth
The students on the campus of this college today are the leaders
of this nation tomorrow. What ideas they formulate here they will carry one B. S. (Bill Shakespeare) moved in the background, while the part
into the world when they graduate. It is up to you, the student, what the audience to sympathetic tears, should have taken all the spotlights,
ind of a world do you want? On one hand you will have strides, labors' which turned to gasps of awed ad- Miss Bryan's facial expression was
v gimme" and capitals' "I want it all." On the other hand you can have miration as Bob "Houdini" Schicker highly commendable. In Act IV she
labor and capital forced to sit down together . with old Uncle Sam baffled the most valiant attempts to rose to heights, giving my spine a
right there to see, that hey come to some orm of equitable agreement wrap, tie, buckle, or otherwise inca tingle,, and carried this power over
finish up with a
pacitate him. He set an unofficial rec- into the last act,-t- o
It is up to you, what do you say? D. B. Mi ler.
fine
climax
in the final scene with her
ord for shaking the shackles. Which
.

s,

s,

y

s,

self-supporti- ng.

y

d

The Barretts

s-m-o-- o-t-h
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,

well-love-

d

entertainment was commented upon, father. She made a different and very
aided and abetted, and even partici attractive Elizabeth.
By now the reader, if he is still with
pated in, by Hal Conwell, MC (more
me,
should have a clear idea of my
,
corn).
weekly
of
publiabed
Wooater,
College
Mudent
publication
of
Tb
VOICE,
it
ofidil
THI
Just as we are about to head shack enthusiasm for the fine worth of this
Atring tbe school year except Vacation periods. Subscription price is $1.50 per year. Editorial
ward atter an evening or carmva play. Certainly those who have not
,
office
a member of Auociated
art located in room IT, Kauke Hall. Pbone
fun, we are arrested by the sight of already seen the production should by
Colleftott Pica and a diatributor of Collegiate Preaa, to printed bj the Collier Printing Co,
all means do so for it is an evening of
Office.
Represented
for
Vaoaur, Ohio. Entered a aecond'claa natter in Wootter (Ohio) Port
a beauteous apparition descending the
national dvcrtiaing by National Advertiiing Service, Inc., 420 Madiaon Ave., New York, N. Y
outstanding enjoyment, that will be
east stairway Attired in a pale blue long remembered.
Editor
NORMAN L. WRIGHT
formal, a gorgeous blonde appears,
Busmen Manager
,
JOAN BOWMAN
cided to award first place to "Miss"
Betty Ana Baker
Associate Editor
followed in close succession by eight
David Oberlin, representing the Av
'.
Robert TaylorJ
First Assistant
other lovelies, whose attire ranged rows; second
went to "Miss" Herb
Managing Editor
Al Valentine
from the most formal of evening wear "China-girl- "
David McGuire.
Benson, of the Peanuts,
-- Second Assistant
Larry Piper
Sports Editor
to bright red pedal pushers on one with "Miss" Dick Weirick of Darts
Roee Keed.' Cornells Lybarger, feature editors: Mary Jean Mack ay r makeup editor: Ann cutie and exotic
s
on placing third. The "Misses" Andy
Bbenefeeld, advertuinc manager; Deny uumttier, auditor; Marilyn Uordray, Arline Malecek, dr
MacEntee Ed Sheffler, Dave Red
dilation managers; Julia Uwen, copy editor; Jean Horn, girl sport.
another. This proved to be the style
ding, Dick Cave, Ev Campbell, and
Stasf AaaoHaf t Joyce Jarman. Bob Clark, Pat Burneaon, Beryl Stewart, Mim Alden, Mary Jean
Bennett) Jack Hoiden, Ed Fen ton. Betty Welih, Lorraine Duckworth, Dick Smith, Sally show sponsored by .the' girls' clubs Tom Nixon were the contestants repre
Carbon. Sill Rowland. Bill Campbell. Dick Glade, John Demeter, Joe Bindley, Dick Caton,
After some preliminary fisticuffs th senting the other six campus socia
noes Alrtcou, ftury cuen paw, Lee nann, jan f aimer, bn Wright, Katny Wonder.
judges Parry, Drushal, and Young de clubs.
Assorlsfaat Pru Cier, Pat Winter, Alice Hickman, Marian Allen der.
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First of all, we must consider the
At one time this was
the most prevalent kind of strike in
industry but today we only find them
in the furniture industry where the
boys have softer sitting. Of course the
acute shortage of men's trousers has
probably contributed somewhat-tthe
unpopularity of this kind of strike.
Then there is the jurisdictional
strike which occurs when the Unions
argue over the classification of a certain job. For example, the question
can arise as to whether a movie prop
man should belong to the Amalgamated Furniture. Movers (AFL) or the
United Picture Hangers Union (CIO).
This strike has been most popular in
Hollywood where different writers'
unions quarrel over the use of the
words "stupendous" and "colossal"
seems that one words belongs to the
AFL and the other to the CIO.
Another popular strike is the sym
pathy strike. It is famous because un- er this situation you don't have to
v
work because someone else doesn t
want to. An example would be where
the Amalgamated Cracker Salters
would go on strike and be joined by
the Union of Cheese Slicers in sym
pathy, but this is not too effective be
cause who wants cheese without crackers anyway?
Then there is the closed shop better
known as the "Whole hog or none"
trike which occurs when one Union
goes on strike because it doesn t have
all the membership in one place. An
interesting situation in this type of dis
pute arose recently when a horse in the
seems that the
theater was divided
front half belonged to the AFL and
the rear half to the CIO.
Of course there, is always the plain
old "walk out" but this is not to be
sit down strike.

a

"

1

confused with a famous Wooster tradition.
We must not forget the nationwide single industry strike. This strike
spreads from coast to coast but confines itself to a single industry. Thus
if the Consolidated Pretzel Twisters
went on strike we would either have to
go without pretzels or eat straight pretzel sticks.

Finally we have the strike against
the government which is of short duration and results in a 10,000 fine for
the Union leader and a 70,000 fine
for the Union. For some reason this
type seems to be losing its popularity.
The latest news in strikes comes
guess the
from the rubber industry
boys can't quite stretch that pay check.
..

It was reported earlier in the week
that the highway workers of the State
of Ohio were going to strike, but this
was called off because the workers
realized that the average motorist
the
wouldn't realize they were gone
bumps would still be there.

If this article never

gets

in print

you can rest assured that it caused
a printers' strike!

Tea For Pat Blocher
In honor of Pat Blocher, popular
administrative member, a farewell reception was held Thursday afternoon
at 4:30 in Babcock lounge. Pat left
the Wooster campus today to assume
her new position as director of religious education of the West Palm Beach
Presbyterian Church in Florida.
Always popular among, Wooster
students, Pat graduated in 1944 and
became assistant director of Admissions soon after.

Wsstminster Fellowship
Last February the first meetings of Westminster Fellowship were
held on Campus. Many "eyebrows were raised" at the program and
questions were aimed at the- - Planning Committee and later the new
officers "Is it just for Presbyterians?" What are you trying to do
do away with the SEF tradition?" "Do you thin that is what Wooster
needs?"
Westminster Fellowship did not come to Wooster Campus as a
"bolt put of the blue" For the past three years groups of students
have been taling about Westminster Fellowship as an organization
on campus under the Westminster Church. These people new the type- of. program they wanted because they had had it in church groups at
home. Matters came to a head in January and committees from Clericus
and Pre'Mmisterial were chosen to mae a survey' of the people on
Wooster campus who had mentioned the desire for such a program. One
hundred and fifty young people were contacted. The majority wanted
the program started immediately. Some were a bit dubious as to
how we Scotch Presbyterians could prove to the other denominations
that the group was really interdenominational. All our publicity 'was
for members of all churches to come to have fellowship in Lower
Kave from & to 10. That particular time was chosen so that those who
wished to attend SEF could do so. In our first six meetings we have had
an attendance of sixty'six to ninety. Some have gone to Sunday Evening
Forurtl and Westminster Fellowship; others have made a choice.

Westminster Fellowship is a Presbyterian name but it is set up
for, all denominations. As one girl said, "In our group at. home we..
have two Catholics and a Methodist plus the tresbytenan young people.

We see nothing unusual about this."
The meeting in Lower Kauke consists of onchalf hour of inspira
tional worship, oryhalf hour of discussion on some pertinent phase
of Christianity, one'half hour of fol games and singing and refresh'
ments. We are financing ourselves by an offering for the refreshments
each Sunday night.
At the first meetings we ased everyone to join a commission so
that they might help plan meetings. Faith and Life wors with the
denominational creeds, personal religibus living and Bible study.
Stewardship studies vocations and how they can be Christian plus the
giving of our time, talents, and rnney to the church. Christian Pel'
lowship searches for the answers to the racial problems and maing
the church a cross'section of the community. Christian Outreach deals
with world problems and Evangelism. 7one of these commissions
are setting up goals or projects but Westminster Fellowship as a whole
is asing those who' come to the meeting to'tae active part in the
projects of the YM, YW, and other Campus groups. These commis-sion- s
function to ' plan meetings throughout the year so the whole
group can study and discusi all these different ideas.
Can you see what we're' doing? WE'RE doing it the Students of
Wooster! We're leading the discussions; playing the piano and singing;
washing the dishes and cleaning up afterwards; participating in the
games; getting to now one another; discovering what faith really is;
reading the Bible and praying.
Don't sneer at this statement, you cynic. Religion is an inter gral
part of your life! But don't. for get this! The people who are attending
Westminster Fellowship are not ultra'pt'ous individuals who thin that
in order to be good Christians you can't go to movies on Sunday
We're the ones tvho believe that religion is a part of everyone's life,
every minute of the ' day
not something to be "dressed up. on
Easter" as Dr. Giley phrased it. The type of true Christian (or would
you prefer I say individual?) is the one who is willing to help others
and the one who is smiling and happy. "To do unto others as you
would' have'
realiim --that must, be
not bosh-bd
the
hearts
individual
every
in
felt
of
if he is going to
live ihe'life that others will respect. We mae our own rules of living
but let's not be so selfish as to thin man is the perfector of the
universe! M.E.F.
them-dount&'yo-
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Coach Art Murray's baseball nine, apJEAN HORN
proximately fifteen candidates for
By LARRY "Flip" PIPBR
Saturday at 2:00 in the gym two all. pitcher have been "loosening the liga
star Wooster teams will come t6 grips mcnts the past two weeks in the Cage.
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One of the biggest eyesores on the University. Defending our
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of the 14 games in 1946, Jack Reitz
batted .414. Miney Busack boasts a
1943 batting average of 367 1 and Bill
Shinn and Dick Gaver powdered the
ball at a .362 and JOS clip in 1946.
The knowledge that the "versa-stlistic" Don Swegan will be available
has dispelled some of Art Murray's
headaches. Swegan earned
baseball letters at both Baldwin-Wa- l
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Altogether, forty men are compe-a- l lace
plant has not been watered for sever- and Harvard. At Harvard Don
basebaU team.
years and consequently has begun Mfl,M, rt,ff
p.,.li. tin for berth on
T.a
batted .333 for the summer of '45 and
1,1
I
ddition to the groups already pounded
p.' u Mvn.
to wilt slightly at the roots. j
c.a Ma
the pill at .366 in the spring
of
Black
Gulp
Becker
Squad.
'46.
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Pat
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Mentioning the inadequacy of the
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present gym is not intended as a con anH
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the hurling staff. It is hoped that
.
of
their
.
respective teams.
demnation of Wooster's administra- tains
is or seven oumeiaers irom wnicn io three or four good pitchers will be
tive and athletic staffs. Rather, the
Strictly a "sport for sport's sake" choose a garden trio.
gleaned from the candidates. Until
gym is a symbol of the progressive ten- - event, ine ciasn wicn sKron u. u a
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gooa neignoor poucy ratner man a.
a p
it will be difficult to separate the
phases of collegiate life, including test of athletic ability. The Scot lassies
j- va.
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VIU1S VI pitchers from the "throwers".
sports.
are even
betraying their trugal ances- - .
W(1M(11,
w wfc
Baseball schedule: April 12, Fenn
tbitvi iiivti iw tJV Vim
A New Athletic Plant
"
4WMmond sport. Returning from Coach at Wooster; 15, Ashland at Woos,ia8m8, iv .
the visitors at the Union.
Is Planned For Wooster
l
l.h icuiu uie iytj, ...l-iuic uaKuui
wnicn ter; 18, BW at Berea; 23, OWU at
Wooster requires a new athletic
Iiwon six of seven games, are catcher Wooster; 26, Kenyon
at Gambier;
plant as badly as Eve needed Adam; Dangler, and
the
Miney Busack, shortstop Roger Wil 30, Denison at Granville; May 2, BW
of
Harris
Jean
and I'm not just "ribbing" you eith- - modern danu aronn. nrromnnnied bv I liams. and third hatenriAn Tim V0,
r
'
"
te
i
' at Wooster; 5, Akron at Akron; 6,
er. m
stuaems
a"aJ I Misses Lowrie, andr' Buccalo recently'1 gandt
ine i
Ashland at Ashland; 8, Kent at Woos
coaches now may nope tor a speeay
The six olavers.
urneveJ to Cleveland to see the
,
, who lettered for ter; 10, Denison at Wooster (Color
remedy to trie situation, nans are famous modern dance artist Charles Coach Johnny Swigart's 1946 team,
Day); 13, Muskingum at New Conbeing formulated whereby either a Weidman.
On tour for the first time which won 12 of 14 games, are in- - cord; 17, Muskingum at Wooster; 21,
.
.
.M
new field house or gymnasium will
la
Kill shinnf Uick Uaver, and Kenyon at "Wooste- r- 24-,- Oberlin- - at
since the war, Mr. weidman
be constructed and dedicated to the
nished our local fine arts enthusiasts Ed Borowy; outfielders Jack Reitz and Oberlin; 30, Akron at Wooster; June
memory of the beloved Coach L. C. with inspiration for new interpreta- - Bob White; and catcher Jim Berry
7, Oberlin at Wooster (Commence'
Boles, one of Wooster's immortal sons. tions of the Dance.
Of the nine lettermen mentioned, ment) .
Denison has completed its plans
The Women's Basketball Tourna
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Wooster Golfers
Ilinc Lclfcrmcn Compoio For
Begin Practice
Team Entertains Berths on 1947 Baseball Team
Indicative of the spirited compe
batted over .300 in the' course In Title Defense
Akron "Femmes" tition taking place for positions on four
of the baseball season. Playing in nine

Wooster
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Sociology Survey is Topic
tttJZZZ And AllSteady
Those Saturday Night Dates
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Going
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by Doug
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hi EL of C. EZeal
Coach Carl Munson has announced
that four men will make the trip to
Cleveland in order to take part in tha
Knights of Columbus Meet held on
der the mazdas tonight.
The four participating track men
will be Harry Scheifele, Dave Clyde,
Mike Narten, and Dean Walton.
These four speedsters will vie' for
honors in the mile relay.
Harry Scheifele will also compete in
the low and high hurdles, and the

Miller

Despite the abysmal nature of this
week's weather, i spring . hat arrived.
The best proof of this is the sight of
fellows hitting golf balls in the stadium.

The boys referred to are the aspirants for positions on the 1947

Wooster Scots' golf team, which is
the defending champion of the Ohio
Conference. The fact that three of
the four boys are back, who walked high jump.
off with the honors last year, is any
Competing against Scheifele in the
thing but discouraging news to Coach high hurdles will be such de luxe tim
Johnny Swigart.
ber toppers as
Har
collegiate
and
Dillard,
national
rison
Walter "Sunny" Locker, the out
king,
hurdles
and
Norb
A.
U.
A.
standing golfer for 1946 in the Ohio
Badar
of the same school; Ed Dugger
will
be
Walt
Conference,
on hand.
A.A.U. cham
is one of the finest golfers ever to of Dayton,
Bob Wright
State's
and
Ohio
pion;
engage in Conference competition for
Maxwell.
Dick
Wright
and
set the
Wooster. He possesses a fierce com
mark
world
of 9.1
and
present
meet
petitive spirit, as was indicated by
seconds
in
1942.
his thrilling extra-hol'46 medal win
Approximately the same barrier stal
Phillips.
from Toledo's John
warts will compete in the low hurdles..
"Flat Top" Bradenstein was the Garion Campbell of' Michigan Nor
most consistent player on last year's mal and Lloyd LaBeach of Jamaica
golf team, making 2312 points and are the two additional starters.
t
t
averaging 8U strokes per IS holes.
Akron and Case will both enter vet
Playing second on the team, Dick eran teams in the college relays. Case's
was never defeated in competition
runners include Carl Bacik, Tom Mil
The third returning letterman from ler, Sal Cicirello and Russ Churchill.
the Scots' 1946 team is Ross "Yard Churchill is a record - setting cross
Bird" Smith. Ross has the will to country runner, and Cicirello is the
.
.
....
win and the ability to deliver, ne leading miler of the Ohio Conference
should provide a steadying influence and one of the best long distance
for the more inexperienced players on trackmen in the state.
Akron's veteran team will consist of
the team.
Tom Lacey, Howard Allgood, Kenny
It is still too early to evaluate the Kullman
and Harold Anderson. The
potentialities of the new golfing can
will
meet
commence at 8 under the
didates. The prospects for a success
lights.
ful 1947 golf season are good. If
the saying, "Practice makes perfect".
holds true, Wooster's 1947 golf team
The Latest
has a fine possibility of being a rep
lica of the 1946 champions.
Baldwin-Wallace-

ex-nation-
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Hiram are also planning additions to
2515 victory over the
their present athletic plants.
Peanuts, while the Frosh B Team for
'Going steady?" it's a good question. Much can be said pro and
Wooster is soon to follow suit and feited to the Spuds.
fa
with
sports
present its students
con and is being said and thought over as" the lights burn late casting
cilities to which they certain'y are en
light on the midnight bull sessions on both sides of Beall Avenue.
training facilities
titled.
Essentially and naturally it is an individual answer only two people,
should also enable the Black and
guided by their philosophy, hearts and purposes, can find that answer
Gold to increase their already splenintercollegiate
compe
and then only for themselves.
did record in
tition.
What are the mores of the Wooster
Golf Schedule: April 18, Denison
convenience but should become a pre
Fifty football aspirants reported to College group? Here on the Hill we
at Wooster; 22, Kenyon at Gambier
In order that the new gym may be
properly appreciated (when it be- - Coach Johnny Swigart's initial call are a more or IcM complete social ude to engagement to serious stead 24, Oberlin at Wooster; 26, Fenn at
ateadv traditions of ies.
rouP Wlth
Wooster; May 2, Fenn at Cleveland
comes a reality), this columnist deems for those interested in spring football
Sunday
church,
cigars,
lollipops
and
of
deficiencies
conditioning
Ginnie, young and explorative, says, 3, Akron at Akron; 7, Kenyon at
it only just that the
I
serenades.
the present ark be enumerated.
During the past two .weeks Coach
"I look upon going steady as a. way "Wooster; 10. Baldwin - Wallace at
We have gathered several opinions
Berea; 14, Mt. Union at Wooster; 16,
Inasmuch as the basketball season Swigart has lectured and shown films
of going out with a good friend.
Denison at Granville; 17, Baldwin
subject
on
the
informal
in
discussions
assemblage of ath
has just been concluded, the made- - to the goodly-sizewouldn't want to go steady for more Wallace
find
and
the
wide
answers
varied.
at Wooster; 21, Mt. Union at
and
quacy of Severance Gymnasium's letes, temporarily "out of harness'
six
months."
than
Bob,
24, Conference meet at
who
Alliance;
frosh
is
a
steady,
not going
seating capacity should have been ap- - The movies included army' training
nm
Oberlin at Oberlin; 30
Granville;
27,
a"stica.iy, io go steady with
Bob, 25 years old and world-wisparent to everyone. When jammed be- - films and pictures of former Woostet
Akron at Wooster.
a irl you hould feel a likinS or her
A k.imSner
anartrv. anrti an wa il elevens! extending as far back as
says, "Going steady is inane and im
above
all
others;
love.
necessarily
not
the case at the Akron tragedy, thl the year 1934
from high
a carry-ove- r
It may grow into love and into mar mature
TtTTTtTTTTTTTTTTttTTTTtt
gym will hold a little more than 1,0001
Equipment has been issued this
Bate
There's
riage. However, going steady before school."
people.
week in the hope that the weather will
you have a chance to meet and date a
Lois, married to her campus steady,
Galore in
Students were obliged to scramble improve sufficiently to allow the f if- lot of girls is wrong because
you don't thinks that steady does not mean en
it
.
,
y
i..
if
seats approximately i
ror
it
L
Get Your Golf Game
itt
.
gagement but a "plus or minus pre M
bne hour before game time. The new football gear and work
.
"
""
f
.1
"
i
i
i t l
unn
Started
.
Right
it
engagement," depending on the indi i
gym win prooaoiy seat oeween h,w
OCcause the ground naa hardened Wftn,t' ramn. ,ntr
.
e o .taaj a.
.L- .
r.
i
i
.It
.
Lessons
by
anoi
tnus suievwg
tne
somewhat monday arternoon,
rim a joke an(j fejtoon,
tradition." viduals.
I
I
:
i.v:
t:
..t..J r..1:i actual conaiuuning
tuny fak.iv.cu
prutess uegan un
imiuijiiirui, bu f..1!
MILLER
In closing we quote Betty, a much
Barbara, a junior who is going
J 4
The proximity of the stands to the the practice field outside of the gym
dated soph, "Going steady is a FINE it Wooster. Country Club's
"
and
engaged,
was
once
scene of action meant that one had
Professional
says, "unless you are pretty sure that institution
but like most institutions t
to establish squatter's rights on some forgot, to allow for the disparity in
Student Rates
this is the person you will marry don't it's confining but what's wrong with JPhone 1250-seat before the game began. Other- - feet.
X
go steady. Here in college is the
Approximately 300 people can be
being confined?"
AJJXXAwttmU4twtlwtt4mwwtwiU4tttm.
wise, after the opening whistle, it
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
golden opportunity to get to know
Fashion Shop
was virtually impossible to walk on seated at a swimming meet; this is
different people. Here "steady"
many
the basketball court toward a seat
a totally inadequate number. Further-le- t
Wooster's Smartest
means definitely dating no one else."
alone find one.
more, sufficient room is not allowed
Dave, a soph with THE girl back
The fact that many of Wooster's for officials and competing swim- home,
sums it up on a masculine and
their mers.
."Belle Brummells" brought
"
1 . Go
"realistic"
way, "Advantages
cinch that the
knitting to the games created a hazard
It is a "lead-pipe- "
ing steady cuts out competition angles,
,
,
tor the participating ainieies. mm new
swimming pool will be a vast
2. Costs less. 3 Promotes more, better
.
i
c
i
i
t..ctt game improvement
home ubasketball
first
Scots'
,
,.
.
.
the
present saucer- over the
. w, ,
Your
..
nd steadier loving. 4. Works out
-. be- - ...
j .uthat
with Kent State, It conceded
,
,
like affair.
sharper dates in all activities since you
's
fore the end of the season some
Training For Spring
know each other. Disadvantages
impaled
be
would
echelon
rear
Sports Handicapped
1. Cuts out "messing 'round" with oth
on a lady's fancy needlework.
Now that spring sports are on the I er women. 2. Takes a lot of time."
Admittedly, this is one way of boom
again, observers will notice the . Sue. a soph with lots of dates but
acquiring points; but you might well inadequacies which would be nonex- , .
the practical idea
no steaciy
nas uu
.r
sieaay ties
i
lies, has
luea as
end jusnfy
aski yourse tr ttrDoe. the
wefe & fieI1 houje availablc
acquaintea aad
the means? It is foreseen that the The
Cadidate, have been yet hurt no one If you.fe going
Wooster, Ohio
new gym will do away with this po.g- - cooped up
Cflge
ady and know that marriage
XaAAAiSjiSjAJ
nant problem
ception of Monday, when they mo- - to De the result, set a logical time for
TTTTTTTTl
mentarily satiated their lungs with the breaking up. You miss a lot of as.
Poor Swimming Setup
I
fresh Stadium air.
noeinrion beintr carried in the stream
The swimming setup is
I
has
been
track
of going steady."
attempting
The
Wooster's
ath
team
the worst feature of
origto prepare for the Knights of Columletic plant. The pool is the one
Jact a ,enior and a free man, looks
Reprinted from the April. 1947 issue of esquire
inally installed in 1912. It looks more bus Meet, held today at Cleveland, in at steadying in this manner, "It is
Copyrinht 1947 .by Esquire. Inc.
bathtub now than any. the inadequate training facilities pro- - something that should be regarded as
like a king-sizYork9
.
V Jacques is the wittiest artist in New
vided in the main gym. And the golf a "prelude" to marriage.' Both parties
thing else.
For one thing, the pool is only nd tennis teams have been able to should be preparing themselves for
Washes and Removes
the day when they are married. It is
50 feet in length, instead of the or- - accomplish little.
'
I think that I speak with the ap- - something that shouldn t be taken
dinary 75 feet. This means that it is
Many Fresh Stains
swim
the
of the majority of the student lightly but enjoyed from the attitude
proval
impossible
to
practically
220 and 440 yard free styles in the body when I say, in regard to the that you plan to spend the rest of your
Jeweler
From Fine Fabrics
812
Wooster pool. Instead, 200 and 400 construction of Wooster's new ath- - life with your steady. At first it can
letic plant, "The sooner, the better!"! start out as a state of agreeable social
yard events were substituted.
All-season-
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swimming
Coach Munson's
squad deserves much credit for the
manner in which they performed dur.
ing the past season. The Scot tankers
were obliged to swim longer distances
in certain events away from home because of the 73 foot lengths of the
other pools. The same disability ap
plied in reserve to visiting mermen
swimming in Wooster's pool.
The depth of the pool is only six
feet, whereas it should be about nine.
A Kenyon diver, although warned, re
ceived a nasty heal gash when he1

George Lahm
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Easter Party Candles
15c and 50c
TULIPS and HYCINTHS
PETER RABBIT or FLOATING DUCKS

25c and 50c

THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
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For The Easter Season
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We have a full line of box candies,
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Gloves, Hosiery
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SSER'S
Theatre

Next Door to Wooster
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fruit and nuts itii
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covered with milk chocolate.
Double Kay Nuts and Plain Chocolates
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Wool Sweaters

25 c
For Eight Washings

IIUSIIOFF DRUGS
Wooster Hotel BIdg.
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Pete Four

Friday, March 23, 1947

Uill IligMiglil lay Queen's Court In Color Day Activities

Hiail Resigns.
Accepts" Post-AtButler University
"

Dr. Howard Lowry, president of
the College of Wooster, is announcing
the resignation of Vergil E. Hiatt,
assistant professor m the Latin Department, effective next fall. Mr.
Hiatt will be professor and head of the
department of Classical 'Languages
and Archaeology at Butler University, Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Mr. Hiatt came to the College of
Wooster in 1929 as an instructor and
moved to his present position in 1939.
He is a graduate of Indiana University where he has also done graduate
work, as he has at the University of
Michigan and the University of Chicago. After his graduation from Indiana University he taught for one
year in the Hardinsburg High School
of Hardinsburg, Indiana.
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Roman comedy and the Letters of
Pliny the Younger are the special
interests of Mr. Hiatt, and last year
the University of Chicago Press published his dissertation entitled "Eavesdropping in Roman Comedy."
..V.W.SW.V.V.

A member of the Ohio Classical
Conference and the Classical Association of the Middle West and South,
Mr. Hiatt will attend a meeting of
the association early in April in Nashville, Tenn.

BETTY DeLANEY

PAT PENN
Courtuy of The Wooster

Election

Daily Record

Resul- ts-
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Order Them by the Cab Full
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(Continued from Page 1)
tinuing faith in Borden's product for
promotion of better May Queen elections. Plans to present her to the student body after chapel Wednesday
morning were foiled by the weather,
otherwise her backers feel she would
have polled a far greater percentage
of the vote.
Art Palmer, present Student Sen
ate President, was highly pleased by
the turnout for this election even
though the total number of votes by
percentage was below some of those
turned in during recent years in the
contest for May Queen. After the poor
showing at some of the recent elec
tions this was indeed proof that not
all the students are apathetic towards
their student government all the time.
To all those who helped to pro
mote, manage, and push this election
from the first petition to the last poster and it's successful conclusion, the
Senate thanks you for your efforts, the
poster paper people have declared a
dividend, and the janitors have de
clared a war against all Scotch Tape.

HAMBURGER INN
PHONE
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Senior; Prints Poem
UNDERSTANDING
Before I knew the beauty of fresh
snow

In thick, soft drifts, up to the

window-sill- s,

Or ever saw the sunrise brightly glow
In rose and gold along the silent hills,
I knew and loved the depth and
gentleness
s
clouds, seen from a
Of
plane on high.
I told them what I felt, but it meant
spun-glas-

less

Than nothing to them, for the arc of
sky

To them was alien; beauty was not
there.

They called me odd, and said I should
not name
Familiar things by patterns in the air.
But then one snowy Christmas-tim- e
you came,
entered the room and nung the
window wide,

And said to me, "Look

cloud-bank-

s

there outside!"
Myra Vandersall

'April Showers' Theme

Choir Goes To Kent
On April 2 For Concert

CLARKES STUDIO
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Photographs of Distinction
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Anthology of College

ANN COOK
These Wooster beauties, contestants in the recent May Queen race, will

"!ri

On "April " 2nd, the ' Small Choir, participate in the Color Day activities as the Court of the Queen.
made up of twenty-eigh- t
voices, will
go to Kent State to present a pro
gram of sacred mityc. Also going are
eight string players from the orche
stra. On April 13 th, the Kent Choir
AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS
will reciprocate by bringing their en
Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods
e
lire group consisting ot
voices, here for a concert in our chap

JOLLIFF'S AUTO SUPPLY

sixty-tiv-

el.

For Sophomore Formal

Those who heard the Kent Choir
last year will not want to miss this
At a recent meeting of the Sopho- program. Mr. Gore commented on
more class, details were arranged for their performance as being "the most
the Sophomore Spring Formal to be beautiful choral singing I have ever
held AprU 11 from 9 to 1. With "Ap- heard."
ril Showers" as the theme of the
dance, the function will be formal, but
with no flowers. Arch Winston and
"Have A Good
his orchestra, from Columbus, will
Vacation"
provide the musical background. It
was decided that bids for the dance
are to be sold only to Sophomores,
Purchase of bids for 1.00 may be
made March 26, in the Senate room,
simultaneous with Spring elections.
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Shack

THE BERNAT SOCK or SWEATER PAK
Contains yarn and directions for a pair of
Argyle Socks or Sweater

'

'

Buy Paks and All Knitting Supplies at

THE CHILDREN'S SHOP
CORNER BUCKEYE AND NORTH STREETS
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Dance committees were announced:
Elaine Williams and Wilma Schwandt,
Gretchen Shafer, pro
decorations;
grams; Charlie Croghan and Bobby
Brandt, bids; Joe Lane, music; Bob
Hearst, publicity.

If you're
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In Church Ceremony
Easter is bringing more than a vaca
tion and a May Queen to Wooster
On April 3, Pat Williams will return
to the campus as Mrs. Guy Ewing
Their wedding will take place next
Wednesday at the First Presbyterian
Church of Warren, Qhio.

Pat is a transfer student from Wit
tenberg College and a January 1946
graduate of Warren Harding High
SchooL After graduating from the
same high school in 1943, Guy at
.

tended Miami University. Before com
ing to Wooster last fall he spent sev
eral years in the service of Uncle
Sam.

you'n
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April 9 Pal Williams
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NEW CONTEST,

SAME PRIZES
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MADEMOISELLE

Slacks made to fit and flatter every figure
Trim
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MEDIUM

SHORT

man-tailore- d

portioned lengths

slacks in three different pro. . .

to give you not only

proper leg length, but correct proportions from

$7.95

waist to crotch. Of expertly tailored RAYON

POPLIN. Color, black. Sizes 10 to 20.

GET EASY CONTEST

WINNING

RULES AND
TIPS IN OUR STORE i

FRANK WELLS DRUG STORE

Freed landers

